Annual Conference Awards
1st Runner Up: OCIS Best Student Paper Award

Drivers and Effects of the Utilization of Supply Chain Technology

Zhongzhi Liu (Arizona State U.)
Daniel Prajogo (Monash U.)
Adegoke Oke (Arizona State U.)
The Interplay between Social Structure and Knowledge Reuse in Open Innovation Communities

Mahmood Shafeie Zargar (McGill U.)
Corey Phelps (McGill U.)
The Internet Bait-and-Switch: The Influence of Connectivity on Contactedness and Connectedness

Anthony Silard
(IESE Business School)
Don't Talk to Strangers? Technology-enabled Relational Strategies and Value Creation

Forrest Briscoe (Pennsylvania State U.)
Marion Brivot (Laval U.)
Wenpin Tsai (Pennsylvania State U.)
1st Runner Up: Best Conference Paper Award

Information Technology and Innovation Outputs: The Missing Link of Search Evolution

John Qi Dong (U. of Groningen)  
Prasanna Karhade (KH U. of Science and Technology)  
Arun Rai (Georgia State U.)  
Sean Xin Xu (Tsinghua U.)
Towards an Open Source Software Development Life Cycle

Aron Lindberg (Case Western Reserve U.)
Nicholas Berente (U. of Georgia)
Kalle Lyytinen (Case Western Reserve U.)
OCIS Service Awards and Recognition
Best Reviewer Award

Eric Larson  
(University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Thomas Mattson  
(University of Richmond)

And all 185 reviewers who provided 485 reviews!
### 2015 Associate Editors

- Anthony Ammeter
- Bijan Azad
- Diane Bailey
- Nicholas Berente
- Andrea Carugati
- Cecil Chua
- Katherine Chudoba
- Ingrid Erickson
- J. Alberto Espinosa
- Anne-Laure Fayard
- James Gaskin
- Jennifer Gibbs
- Jungpil Hahn
- Sean Hansen
- Ola Henfridsson
- Pamela Hinds
- James Howison
- Jack Hsu
- Ghiyoung Im
- Steven Johnson
- Rajiv Kishore
- Chei Sian Lee
- Gwanhoo Lee
- Alexandre Lopes
- Maris Martinsons
- Elisa Mattarelli
- Sharon McKechnie
- Jae Yun Moon
- Mark Mortensen
- Jim Nelson
- Min-Seok Pang
- Julie Rennecker
- Carol Saunders
- Steve Sawyer
- Craig Scott
- Maha Shaikh
- Harminder Singh
- Ali Tafti
- Jeffrey Treem
- Bart van den Hooff
- Heinz-Theo Wagner
- Ping Wang
- Jeanne Wilson
- JoAnne Yates
- Adrian Yeow
- Youngjin Yoo
Outstanding AE Award for 2015

Dianne Bailey  
(U. of Texas at Austin)

Heinz-Theo Wagner  
(German Graduate School of Management & Law)
Outgoing Past Division Chair

Kevin Crowston
OCIS Past Division Chair

THANK YOU!
Annual Awards
Emergent life cycle: The tension between knowledge change and knowledge retention in open online coproduction communities

*Management Science* 60(12)

Jerry Kane (Boston College)
Jeremiah Johnson (Purdue U.)
Ann Majchrzak (U. of Souther California)
Best Published Paper in 2014

Distinction and Status Production on User-Generated Content Platforms: Using Bourdieu’s Theory of Cultural Production to Understand Social Dynamics in Online Fields

Information Systems Research 25(4)

Natalia Levina (New York U.)
Manuel Arriaga (U. of Cambridge)
OCIS Lifetime Service Awards

This award recognizes individuals who have made significant service contributions to the OCIS community over the course of their careers.
Award goes to ....

- Ann “My Shock”
- OCIS Program Chair (2003), Division Chair (2005)
- Senior Faculty Mentor, OCIS Junior Faculty Consortium (2014)
- USC Associates Chaired Professor of Business Administration and the Department of Data Sciences and Statistics

Ann Majchrzak